
LESSON 3: How do diet and exercise affect muscle size?
PREVIOUS LESSON We observed images and video animations to figure out that muscles have specific cell and protein structures to allow them to move. We compared photos

and data about muscle cells from extra-big-muscled animals and typical ones, and we discovered that bigger muscles have more cells, more area, and more
mass.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

2 days

  

In this lesson we examine data in images, graphs, and charts in order to determine the effect of diet and
exercise on muscle growth. We discover that exercise and a diet containing protein is essential to building
larger muscles. If enough protein is not present in the diet, muscle mass will be lost and other problems can
arise.

NEXT LESSON We will update our class consensus model to include our recent findings about the role diet and exercise play in making muscles. We then will attempt to apply
our class model to explain how the extra-muscled cattle would have developed their muscles, but we are not convinced of our model’s implications. So, we will
ask a farmer more about these cattle and find out that they have calves that are heavily muscled. We will discuss how this information impacts our model.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-LS1-5, MS-LS3-1, MS-LS3-2,
MS-LS4-5

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to determine the effect of exercise in the development of muscle tissue.

Analyze and interpret data in graphs, charts, and images to identify patterns in the roles of diet and exercise in the development of muscle
tissue.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Exercise and diet play an important role in building muscles.
During exercise, tension on the muscle fiber leads to microtears, which interfere with actin and myosin. These tears are repaired,
resulting in thicker and longer muscle fibers.
Protein is required to build and maintain muscle. Increasing the amount of protein in your diet can increase how much muscle is
built during exercise, and maintained in old age.



Lesson 3 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 2 min NAVIGATION
Students look back at their Progress Trackers from the previous lesson and think about how diet and
exercise can affect muscle size.

A

2 5 min LIST POSSIBLE WAYS ANIMALS COULD EXERCISE
Students participate in a turn and talk to brainstorm a list of the different ways animals might
exercise in order to get larger muscles, which is recorded into one large list.

B chart paper, marker

3 15 min READ ARTICLES ABOUT MUSCLE SIZE IN TENNIS PLAYERS
Students read an article and examine images about how tennis players’ serving arms are much
larger than their non-serving arms.

C-E The Secret Side Effect of Professional Tennis, optional
Mphatso Chiphwanya: Special Olympics star tennis
player

4 10 min READ TWO ARTICLES ABOUT HOW WE BUILD MUSCLES
Students read two articles (one more reliable than the other) about how we build muscles, and
identify claims made in each.

F How to Build Muscles, The Effect of Resistance Exercise
on Muscles

5 13 min BUILDING UNDERSTANDINGS DISCUSSION ABOUT MUSCLE
Students participate in a Building Understandings Discussion about the articles they just read. They
evaluate the reliability of the two sources and figure out how exercise leads to increased muscle
growth.

G-H chart paper, marker

End of day 1

6 15 min ANALYZE DATA OF DIET AND EXERCISE IN HUMANS
Students examine various data represented in graphs and charts to determine the effect of diet on
muscle growth in humans.

I-J Protein and Exercise Data

7 8 min ANALYZE NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION FOR CATTLE
Students listen to a short audio clip of a farmer interview. They analyze nutritional information of
cattle’s typical diet.

K-M Ask a Farmer: Diet, computer and speakers to play
audio from
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscle
s

8 7 min EXAMINE IMAGES OF ANIMALS
Students examine images of animals with protein deficiencies, and view a list of symptoms
animals experience if they don’t have adequate amounts of protein in their diets.

N-Q

9 10 min BUILDING UNDERSTANDINGS DISCUSSION ABOUT PROTEIN, EXERCISE, AND MUSCLES
Students participate in a Building Understandings Discussion based on the information they’ve
gathered in this lesson.

R

10 5 min UPDATE PROGRESS TRACKER
Students use a Progress Tracker in their science notebooks to record what they’ve figured out so far
about muscles.

S

End of day 2



Lesson 3 • Materials List
per student per

group per class

Lesson
materials

science notebook
The Secret Side Effect of Professional Tennis
optional Mphatso Chiphwanya: Special Olympics star
tennis player
How to Build Muscles
The Effect of Resistance Exercise on Muscles
Protein and Exercise Data
Ask a Farmer: Diet

chart paper
marker
computer and speakers to play audio from
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Have the audio from https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles ready for students to hear.

https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles


Lesson 3 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

In order for students to consider how genetic information and/or environmental factors play a role in muscle variation, it is important for students to understand the process by which
exercise causes an increase in muscle tissue, as well as how the amount of protein in the diet can affect muscle tissue growth. Students should come to the conclusion that while protein
is important in building muscle, and the amount of protein can have an effect on the amount of muscle being built, without exercise muscle size will not increase.

Where We Are NOT Going

The description of muscle tissue and the intricacies of muscle tissue growth have been simplified. This simplification is purposeful in that students do not need to understand the
microscopic structure of muscle tissues in order to develop the understanding that repair of microtears that are formed as a result of exercise is what ultimately leads to the development
of larger muscles.



2 min

5 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 3
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook

Navigation. Display slide A. Say, Who remembers where we ended last time? Student responses should indicate that they want to figure
out how animals with larger muscles are getting more muscle mass.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

So we’ve figured out that bigger muscles have more cells, with more
area and more mass. Where could that extra matter be coming from
to get them to be bigger?

We remember (from our metabolic reactions unit) that animals eat
food to get the matter - the building blocks come from food.

We know the muscles have protein in them… are those big animals
eating more protein to get bigger muscles?

So what could we investigate next to figure out more about how they
got these big muscles?

We need to see what these animals are eating!

Did the big animals eat more food? More protein in their food?

But I thought they got those big muscles from exercise - that’s how
people get big muscles like that… so have those bigger animals been
exercising more?

How does exercise even make muscles bigger?

Okay, it sounds like we need to spend time looking at how diet and
exercise may have played a role in contributing to these bigger
muscles, right?

Yup!

2 · LIST POSSIBLE WAYS ANIMALS COULD EXERCISE
MATERIALS: science notebook, chart paper, marker

Brainstorm a list of possible ideas. Say, We have two things we want to look at related to this phenomenon - the role of exercise and the role of
diet. Let’s start with looking at one of these first - the role of exercise. Turn and talk to a partner and create a list of the different ways animals could
exercise in order to get larger muscles. Once you’ve created your list, we will compile everyone’s ideas into one large list.

Display slide B. After compiling a class list, ask students the prompts below.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Which of these ways are similar to how we build larger muscles? When we are active, like playing sports, we build larger muscles. This
is like when the animals play with each other or walk around.



15 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What are other ways we build larger muscles? We go to a gym and lift weights.

We do sit-ups and push-ups.

Let's take a moment to look for evidence of any differences in muscle
size in a set of muscles we use all the time and that are really active -
the muscles in our hands. Look at your hands. Do you notice anything
different in the thickness of the muscles in your fingers based on
whether you are right- or left-handed?

I’m right-handed and the fingers on my right hand are a little bigger.

I don’t really notice anything.

The fingers on the hand I write with are bigger.

Synthesize the discussion. Say, So it seems like we build larger muscles when we use a body part more often. Like the hand we write with has
larger fingers compared to our other hand. I wonder if this is always the case.

3 · READ ARTICLES ABOUT MUSCLE SIZE IN TENNIS PLAYERS
MATERIALS: science notebook, The Secret Side Effect of Professional Tennis, optional Mphatso Chiphwanya: Special Olympics star tennis player

Read articles about muscle size in tennis players. Say, I have an article about tennis players. Read through the article and record in your science
notebook what you notice and wonder.✱

Display slide C. Distribute The Secret Side Effect of Professional Tennis and give students about 10 minutes to work.✱

Discuss take-aways from the tennis article(s).

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What did you notice in the article(s)? They all had one huge arm!

The pictures looked photoshopped.

What pattern did you notice in the images? The bottom arm on the racket is the larger of their arms.

The arm the first guy is serving with is larger than the other arm.

What did you wonder about the article(s)? I wonder if the pictures are real!

I wonder if that would happen to a football kicker’s leg (or soccer
player’s leg), like the one they kick with.

Is it the serving arm on the other tennis players too?

Could this happen to any muscle that we use a lot in our body?

Examine validity of images. Say, We can examine the images a bit closer to see if they are photoshopped by looking at the copyrights.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Pay attention throughout this lesson to
students who may have physical
limitations. An article about a tennis player
in the Special Olympics, Mphatso
Chiphwanya: Special Olympics star tennis
player, has been included to provide an
example for students that persons with
disabilities experience this phenomenon as
well. Slide E is also included to extend the
discussion to wheelchair “runners,” as well.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN ANALYZING AND
INTERPRETING DATA

Students examine images to provide
evidence that using a body part more often
can lead to increased muscle size. You may
need to point out that these images are a
form of data (data are not always
numbers) that we can use to provide
evidence about the phenomenon of
muscle growth.



Display slide D. Say, The images have copyright information at the bottom, near the arrows. Both images are copyrighted by Getty Images. This
company is used by news outlets around the world.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do you think about the validity of the images you examined? I think that they have to be real since this company is used worldwide
by the news.

Consider the example of wheelchair “runners.” Display slide E. Ask students what they notice about the muscles of these athletes’ arms
and legs. Elicit that their arms have much bigger muscles than their legs.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Students may have personal experience with the phenomenon. If students have had a broken bone and
had to wear a cast, they may have noticed that after the cast is removed, the limb with the cast is much
smaller and weaker than the limb without the cast.

Summarize what we’ve figured out. Ask, What activities and actions contribute to building larger muscles?

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: Synthesize the main ideas about how activities and repetitive use can build
larger muscles in humans and animals, based on the evidence we have seen in images and articles.

Listen for these ideas:
Both animals and humans do some similar activities that contribute to building larger muscles,
such as running or pushing or pulling objects.
If we use a body part more often, like our hand, the side that is used more often will get bigger
muscles than the side that is used less often. For example, if tennis players use their left arm more
to serve, their left arm is larger than their right arm.



10 min4 · READ TWO ARTICLES ABOUT HOW WE BUILD MUSCLES
MATERIALS: science notebook, How to Build Muscles, The Effect of Resistance Exercise on Muscles

Read two articles about how we build muscle. Say, I have some other sources of data we can look at too. I have two different articles about how
muscles are built. I’m going to ask everyone to read them both because I want you to compare the two and identify the claims made by each.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Someone remind us, what types of information are we hoping to find
in these articles?

Well those athlete photos showed us that exercising can build bigger
muscles, but we don’t actually know how.

Yeah, I hope they can explain how the cells actually get bigger, like we
saw in the catfish and rabbit tissue images.

Okay, so we know our purpose for reading. What kinds of things will
you readers do to be sure you’re paying attention to the meaning of
these articles?

I like to underline or highlight key ideas I think are really important.

I put a question mark if there's something I don’t understand so I can
come back to it later.

I try to make sure I can tell someone else what I read.

Those ideas sound great. While you read, mark up the text to track
your thinking. And when we’re finished reading, we’ll discuss how the
articles compare, so be ready to tell others what you learned from
each of the articles.

Display slide F. Hand out How to Build Muscles and The Effect of Resistance Exercise on Muscles. Give students about 10 minutes to read
through both articles and make notes.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Struggling readers may benefit from the following activities: reading with a partner, reading aloud, chunking
the text in sections, highlighting unknown words, or looking for key ideas.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The The Effect of Resistance Exercise on Muscles article mentions that soreness after exercise is due to muscle
damage - the disruption of the contractile units of muscle tissue. The previously-held belief that post-
exercise soreness is due to a build-up of lactic acid is no longer considered accurate. For more details, see
the article linked here: https://sites.udel.edu/coe-engex/2018/05/02/doms-why-do-your-muscles-hurt-
days-after-exercise/ .

https://sites.udel.edu/coe-engex/2018/05/02/doms-why-do-your-muscles-hurt-days-after-exercise/


13 min5 · BUILDING UNDERSTANDINGS DISCUSSION ABOUT MUSCLE
MATERIALS: science notebook, chart paper, marker

Building Understandings Discussion about the articles. Say, After reading these two articles, what do you think?

Display slide G. Use the following prompts to guide the discussion.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Did these articles give you the information you were hoping to figure
out?

Well one article says that you need to stretch and take vitamins to
build larger muscles.

One article explains how tears in the muscle after working out can
cause your muscles to get larger.

The one gave me more information that felt like “real” science about
how the muscles actually get bigger. The other one didn’t seem as
detailed.

What claims did the articles make? The one article said that stretching and taking vitamins built larger
muscles.

The other article said that you make tears in your muscles when you
work out and repairing those tears is what makes your muscles
bigger.

What else did you notice about how these two articles compared? I noticed that in the first article, they promoted other products.
I noticed that in the second article they cited resources.

Are there any claims in the articles you are skeptical about? Why? I don’t think that just stretching will make your muscles grow bigger.

I think it might take more than just vitamins to grow larger muscles.

Develop a checklist to evaluate the articles. Say, It sounds like we are wondering about the validity of the claims made in the two articles. To
figure out whether we can trust the claims an article makes, it would be useful to a set of standard criteria we use to evaluate that article or any
article. Let’s consider a set of standard questions we can ask about any article, or set of articles, to help us compare their relative validity.



Work with students to develop a chart similar to the one below. This chart contains sample student responses.

Article 1 Article 2

What is the goal(s) of
the text?

Explains how to build larger
muscles (while also promoting a
couple of products).

Explains how resistance exercises
build muscle mass.

What claims is the
article making?

Diet and exercise lead to larger
muscles. Stretching and taking
vitamins will make muscles larger.

Resistance exercises lead to larger
muscles because tension leads to
making tears in the muscles. The
tears need to be repaired and the
repairing makes muscle fibers thicker
and/or longer.

Are the claims
supported by evidence?

The claims are backed with
information about products that
can help, like the Move-It Cord
exercise band and Strongro
vitamin. But there are no
references to scientific studies
showing these products work as
advertised.

Yes, the claims include data or MRI of
sizes of quadriceps muscles after 6
weeks of resistance exercises.

Where does that
evidence come from?

There are no other resources
besides the opinions of the author
and some descriptions of his or
her training routine and
equipment. At best, these are
based only on the author’s own
experiences with how his or her
own body responded (a single
case) or maybe just what he or she
prefers.

The article cites 5 different resources
or studies about the claims it makes.

In one study alone there were 26
people sampled. More data makes us
(and scientists in general) more
certain of any claims they make.

Does the article provide
a way for us to review
the actual data its
claims were based on if
we were interested?

No additional references are
provided to track this down.

The reference information at the
bottom of the article is detailed
enough for us to be able to find the
original data sources.

Does the article make
sense or fit with what
we already know?

Maybe… We know that you need
to exercise to build larger muscles,
and running is a kind of exercise,
but it’s different than the
resistance exercise the other
article mentioned. And we know
you need nutrients to be healthy,
but how do we know that the
vitamins mentioned actually help
muscles grow?

Yes it does, we have learned about
some of the smaller proteins in
muscles. This article talks about how
exercise can damage the muscle
fiber, which changes how these
proteins interact in the muscle cell.



15 min

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

An optional activity to examine the sources provided in the articles would be to spend a few minutes doing
a Google search on the title of one of the references cited by the article and then opening the related pdf.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Listen during discussion for students to indicate that The Effect of Resistance Exercise on Muscles is more
credible than How to Build Muscles due to the lack of identifiable bias and inclusion of evidence and/or
additional experimental protocols and procedures, and the data that was collected and analyzed that led to
the conclusions cited. Students should also indicate that The Effect of Resistance Exercise on Muscles explains
how exercise results in building larger muscles. If students struggle with correctly identifying the more
credible article, have them reference the evidence they recorded in their chart.

Come to consensus about which article is more credible. See assessment guidance above. Then say, So after using our checklist, it sounds
like we are in agreement that The Effect of Resistance Exercise on Muscles is more credible than How to Build Muscles What new information have
we figured out? Display slide H.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: Synthesize the main ideas about how we build muscle cells, based on the
evidence we have read in the article.

Listen for these ideas:
Muscle tension on the fibers leads to damage (fibers breaking) - we connect with what we learned
about muscles and force in our collisions unit.
Animal bodies use the building blocks of proteins we eat to repair the microtears (increasing the
thickness of the fibers) and add more muscle fibers - myosin/actin and how they come together
to make “muscle cells.”

(We can now answer why it “hurts” after you work out, too!)

Transition to next investigation. Say, Cool. So exercise plays a role, but we really think diet does, too, so let’s go take a look at that next time.

End of day 1

6 · ANALYZE DATA OF DIET AND EXERCISE IN HUMANS
MATERIALS: Protein and Exercise Data

Read data about protein intake in humans. Direct students to Protein and Exercise Data. Students will read these data with a partner,
then share their findings with the whole group. As you give students a partner to work with, count off the pairs saying 1, 2, or 3 - that will
be the data set each pair begins reading first and will summarize for the class (they may go on to read the others as time allows).
Display slide I and direct pairs to work for about 5 minutes.



Discuss results from studies about protein intake in humans. Display slide J. Ask for volunteer(s) who read each data set to summarize
the results of that study, and discuss conclusions in general.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How can you summarize Data Set 1?

What relationship between protein and building muscles can we draw
from the results of Data Set 1?

A group of men all did resistance exercise for 12 weeks, and they all
had thicker muscles in their arms and thighs after that. But half the
men were instructed to eat Greek yogurt during the study, and their
muscle thickness increased more than the men who just did the
workouts without the yogurt.

The Greek yogurt had lots of protein in it, so the protein probably
helped them grow thicker muscles. So the more protein you have in
your diet, the bigger your muscles get.

How can you summarize Data Set 2?

What relationship between protein and building muscles can we draw
from the results of Data Set 2?

A group of men all did resistance exercise for 14 weeks, and the
muscle fiber cross-sectional area increased for all of them. But half
the men were instructed to take a protein supplement during the
study, and their muscle fiber cross-sectional area increased more
than the men who did not get the protein supplement.

It seems like the protein supplement helped these men grow bigger
muscles. Just like with the first data set, the more protein in your diet,
the bigger your muscles get.

How can you summarize Data Set 3?

What relationship between protein and building muscles can we draw
from the results of Data Set 3?

This study was different than those other two: it included about
2,000 elderly men and women, and they didn’t exercise. The
scientists just asked what they usually ate and measured their lean
mass (like muscle mass). After three years, the people who ate more
protein still had lost less lean mass than the people who didn’t eat as
much protein.

You need to eat more than the recommended daily amount of
protein if you want to keep your muscles when you get older.

So, based on these three studies, how are protein intake and muscles
related?

You need to eat protein to have muscles.

Exercising builds muscles, but eating more protein helps build (or at
least keep) more muscles.

Why do you think that is? Well, we know that muscles have those proteins myosin and actin in
them. And we read last time that the muscles have to repair
themselves after working out - that’s how they get bigger - so they
must use the protein from what we eat to make the muscles bigger.
We remember from a different unit that our body breaks down food
and rearranges it into smaller pieces our body uses to build new
structures so we can grow.



8 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Okay, so if we’ve seen evidence that eating more protein helps
muscles grow, what are we thinking about what our extra-big muscled
cattle eat?

They probably eat tons of protein!

I don’t think cows eat meat, though… they have to get protein only
from vegetables.

I think cows only eat grass… does that have protein in it?

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Remind students that while protein, and protein supplements, did help increase muscle growth, the key
was exercise. In the third study, protein intake only helped maintain muscle mass in older adults. Doctors
and scientists are still trying to decide on how much protein is the “right” amount for active people, and
what the negative effects of eating too much protein are. While there has been some research, experts are
still torn on the issue. To learn more, another article is provided here https://www.health.harvard.edu/diet-
and-weight-loss/when-it-comes-to-protein-how-much-is-too-much . It is especially important to stress
that students eat a balanced diet in order to get all the required nutrients for them to be healthy and strong.

7 · ANALYZE NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION FOR CATTLE
MATERIALS: science notebook, Ask a Farmer: Diet, computer and speakers to play audio from https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles

Listen to an interview with a farmer. Say, I have an interview with a cattle farmer, one who raised extra-big-muscled cattle for over twenty years,
talking about what she fed her cattle. What do you think we’ll hear from her?

Possible student predictions might include that these cattle get a high-protein diet, or the farmer supplements their food with extra
protein.

Say, You can read the transcript Ask a Farmer: Diet as the audio is playing.

Play audio from https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles . Display slide K. Then, discuss the interview clip.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The farmer in the audio clip refers to the cattle by their breed name, Belgian Blues, or heavily muscled.
Students may pick up on these references, teachers can address this by telling students that cattle have
breeds just like dogs, but we are more concerned with these cattle having extra-big muscles rather than with
their breed.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Was there anything surprising the farmer said about the heavily
muscled cattle’s diet?

They ate the same things that all the other cattle did.

I thought it was neat that they eat whatever type of food is available
where they live.

They have to take supplements, like vitamins!

She didn’t say anything about protein in their food!

https://www.health.harvard.edu/diet-and-weight-loss/when-it-comes-to-protein-how-much-is-too-much
https://www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/muscles


Examine protein amounts in typical cattle food. Say, Okay, so even if these extra-muscled cattle eat the same thing as typical cattle, we still
don’t know exactly what it is that they’re eating, protein or not. So, I have some information about the amount of protein contained in some of the
foods that our farmer mentioned that cattle eat. If it’s helpful, you can record notes about the amount of protein in these foods in your science
notebooks. Display slides L and M.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Depending on the intended use of the cattle, their diet will vary. In the United States, heavily muscled cattle
(Belgian Blues) are used for beef only, so students are presented with dietary information for beef cattle
only. Dairy cattle diets are vastly different from beef cattle diets.

Discuss the protein amounts in typical cattle food.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do you notice about this data? Most of the food the cattle eat has protein levels around 10%.

Some of the human food contains more protein and calories than the
food the cows are eating. Some of the human food has a similar
percentage of protein composition compared to cattle.

So the cattle are getting some protein… but would we call it a high-
protein diet?

Probably not. Not really. When you compare it to a piece of chicken,
their food doesn’t have much protein at all. According to the chart on
slide L, they would be getting a “good” amount of protein, but not
“premium.”

And the farmer said the extra-big cattle are not getting extra added
protein, either.

Okay, so if the extra-big-muscled cattle are eating the same amount
of protein as typical cattle, maybe the protein isn’t as important as we
thought? Do you think animals need any protein at all?

Yeah, I think they still need to eat protein. The muscles have protein in
them.

Not sure. I think we need more information.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The data presented in slide M shows information per serving. Students are given examples of human food
items to make a comparison on the amount of protein in each item. If students ask, point out that
percentages are used in order to make fair comparisons between the different foodstuff and food items.



7 min8 · EXAMINE IMAGES OF ANIMALS
MATERIALS: science notebook

Examine images of animals without enough protein in their diets. Say, I have some images of animals that didn’t have enough protein in their
diet. As you view the images, record any noticings or wonderings in your science notebook. Display slides N-P.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Some students may be sensitive when viewing images. Teachers may want to warn students of the nature
of some of the images.

Discuss what we noticed and wondered. Ask students the following prompts.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do you notice about these images?

What do you wonder?

The cat had something wrong with one of its eyes.

The dog’s coat looked real gross! Like it needed to be brushed, but
there’s other stuff wrong with it.

The cow looks really thin. It looks like there is barely any muscle.

I wonder why none of the animals look like they have the same thing
wrong with them.

View a list of symptoms of protein deficiency. Say, I have some information on a slide that may help explain some of the questions we are
wondering about. Add any new understandings you may have in your science notebook. Display slide Q.

Analyze what we read. Use the prompts below to discuss what students figured out from the slide.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How did lack of protein in a diet affect muscle growth in animals? When animals didn’t have enough protein in their diet, they couldn’t
build any muscle. In cows, it’s called wasting disease.

Not enough protein can cause them to have severe muscle cramps.

In what other ways did protein deficiency affect animals? It caused issues with their fur/hair. Sometimes it wouldn’t grow right
or it would fall out.

It can cause vision problems, like in the picture with the cat.

It makes them tired.

It can affect their nerves, that’s why the sheep had its head backward.



10 min9 · BUILDING UNDERSTANDINGS DISCUSSION ABOUT PROTEIN, EXERCISE, AND MUSCLES
MATERIALS: science notebook

Lead a Building Understandings Discussion about protein, exercise, and muscles. Use the following prompts to lead a Building
Understandings Discussion. Display slide R.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: Summarize how exercise and protein contribute to muscle growth, based on the
evidence we have gathered in this lesson.

Listen for these ideas:
Protein is necessary in diets to build muscle. Without protein, animals can’t build muscle, and they
lose weight.
Increasing the amount of protein in your diet, while exercising, helps increase the amount of
muscle you build.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Based on all the information we have seen in this lesson and the
previous lesson, what can we now say about how we build larger
muscles?

You have to exercise and eat some protein.

Exercise is the most important thing!

How important is diet in building larger muscles? You need some protein to build muscle, but eating a lot of protein isn’t
going to help you build even larger muscles. You have to work out.

What other roles does protein play in animals? Animals have to have enough protein to function normally.

If they didn’t get enough protein, they were tired and could have
problems with their vision and hair.

In that sheep, like it didn’t have enough protein and that caused a lot
of problems with its muscles, they cramped.



5 min10 · UPDATE PROGRESS TRACKER
MATERIALS: science notebook

Update Progress Trackers in science notebooks. Direct students to add to their Progress Tracker, slide S, in their science
notebooks. Explain that we need to record our new understandings about how we build muscle.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

The Progress Tracker can be a valuable tool for formative assessment, giving you a clear picture of students’
thinking and allowing you to direct your instruction accordingly. However, Progress Tracker entries should
not be scored or graded (other than possibly for completion), because doing so would invalidate their
purpose - to be a safe space for students to process and record their thoughts honestly and without worry
about evaluation.

Since this T-chart is a loose structure, students can take up a lot of space or a little space for each entry in their Progress Trackers. When
students complete their thinking for today, they can draw a line after their work to make space for the next time a teacher instructs them
to write in their Tracker.✱ In the example two-column Progress Tracker row for this lesson, each of the columns has been completed
with possible student ideas.

Question What I figured out in words/pictures

How do diet and exercise
affect muscle size?

Exercise causes tension in a muscle cell, which leads to microtears
so actin and myosin can no longer connect. The muscle no longer
functions and needs to repair itself, and when the muscle is
repaired it results in thicker and longer muscle cells.
Protein is necessary in diets to build muscle. Without protein,
animals can’t build muscle, and they lose weight.
Increasing the amount of protein in your diet, while exercising,
helps increase the amount of muscle you build.

Navigate to next time’s work. Say, We have figured out so much about how muscles grow and get bigger. Next time we’re together, we’ll update
our consensus model to show this new learning.

Additional Lesson 3 Teacher Guidance
SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.8.9 Analyze a case in which two or more texts provide conflicting information on
the same topic and identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.8.8 Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing
whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient; recognize when irrelevant
evidence is introduced.

Students work with SEP8 in order to identify which of two competing articles is the more reliable article
based on provided evidence and possible bias. If students need additional guidance, refer them back to the
agreed-upon checklist the class developed to identify claims made in the articles, evidence, and sources of
evidence.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

This Tracker serves as teacher guidance for
what students might say at various points
throughout the unit. However, some
students may say more and others may say
less. It is important that what the students
write in the two-column tracker reflects
their own thinking at that particular
moment in time.


